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SUMMARY Requirements changes sometimes cause a project to fail. A lot of projects now follow incremental development processes so that new requirements and requirements changes can be incorporated as soon as possible. These processes are called integrated requirements processes, which function to integrate requirements processes with other development processes. We have quantitatively and qualitatively investigated the requirements processes of a specific project from beginning to end. Our focus is to clarify the types of necessary requirements based on the components contained within a certain portion of the software architecture. Further, each type reveals its typical requirements processes through its own rationale. This case study is a system to manage the orders and services of a restaurant. In this paper, we introduce the case and categorize its requirements processes based on the components of the system and the qualitative characteristics of ISO-9126. We could identify seven categories of the typical requirements process to be managed and/or controlled. Each category reveals its typical requirements processes and their characteristics. The case study is our first step of practical integrated requirements engineering.

1. Introduction

Requirements changes are considered detrimental to the success of a development project, though, requirements are often changed. However, various solutions do exist to cope with this problem resulting from requirements changes. For example, Trawling in Volere [1] is a method for requirements elicitation without possible omissions. Goal-oriented analysis methods explore the “why” aspect of requirements in order to find alternative requirements and forecast variability of requirements [2], [3]. Theory-W [4] tells us the risks of projects and how to negotiate with stakeholders. In a practical sense, it is hard to elicit requirements completely in the early stage of software development.

There are several development process models designed to cope with requirements changes in the waterfall model place. The agile development process [5] recommends incremental development in short durations, in which case engineers define test specifications when they elicit requirements. If the development duration is short, the project may be free from requirements changes caused by business environmental changes. Therefore, the problem of requirements changes is beyond the scope of this technique. The Unified Process [6] proposes a four-stage development. It focuses on a framework that takes measures to meet the future requirements changes.

We need a design technique and/or framework for coping with requirements changes quickly. In component-based development, web services and SOA (Service Oriented Architecture), there are techniques with frameworks aimed at loose coupling and dynamic binding between modules. These concepts are effective in coping with requirements changes by replacing components even during a run time and, are techniques that can be considered as a method for protecting a project from requirements changes during the software evolution stage.

To deal with the volatility of requirements, it has been proposed that requirements processes should be integrated with other development processes, such as design, implementation, and testing processes [7]. This idea or concept is referred to as integrated requirements engineering. Though we agree with this idea or concept, before initiating integrated requirements engineering, we have to manage requirements changes in order to save our projects. In an adequate triage for requirements changes, we negotiate with stakeholders on quality, cost and delivery by using quantitative development data [8]. The focus of our research is to observe requirements changes quantitatively, and to visualize them for the planning of the future requirements processes as well. We must learn as much as possible from past work in order to maximize our efforts for the future.

Our case study aims to learn the real requirements changes processes following the requirements analysis phase. Therefore, we analyze the requirements process after the requirements analysis phase has been completed. The requirements changes need to be categorized in order to have applicable uses on the future projects. It means that if a manager can identify a set of requirements within the developing system as the members of a category, he/she can manage and/or control the requirements elicitation processes according to the process of the category. “Control” means that requirements engineers explain the requirements elicitation
process of each category to their customers and elicit requirements with their customers’ cooperation to follow the ideal process of the category.

After studying project records both quantitatively and qualitatively, we have categorized the requirements process according to the components contained within a certain portion of the software architecture. Each category reveals its typical requirements processes and their characteristics.

This paper introduces the case study as the first step of practical integrated requirements engineering. In Sect. 2 we give an overview of the project. Section 3 illustrates the results of our study and provides the requirements processes of the target project. In Sect. 4, we categorize the requirements processes into seven categories, followed by a discussion of the characteristics of each. In Sect. 5, we introduce related work. In the final section, we present our conclusions.

2. Overview of the Project

The target project was initiated to develop a restaurant service and order management system, named RESORT. RESORT can accept orders from the hand held terminals of staff members and from table terminals. The table terminals are situated on guests’ tables to provide the food menu, recipes, knowledge of liquor and sake and, entertainment information via a wireless network from the application server. A previous system was developed by a certain company several years ago and, the client of this project decided to re-develop the system to improve its installation load and extensibility. The system was required to be able to replace its Order Entry System (OES) component with one of those provided by various companies.

The project was carried out by one client with three developer companies. One of the developer companies provided table terminals with an OS and a browser for HTML. The second company developed contents for the table terminals. The third company, the YSKcom, developed an application server that could communicate with the other components. The client provided a shared repository for the development data and a development server. A previous system was developed by a certain company several years ago and, the client of this project decided to re-develop the system to improve its installation load and extensibility. The system was required to be able to replace its Order Entry System (OES) component with one of those provided by various companies.

The project was managed by the manager, agreement of stakeholders, external design phase to completion of the project. The duration of each phase was accomplished as shown in Table 1. We calculated the duration beginning with the start of the external design phase. The duration of the integration testing phase was actually 27 days according to the recorded data. However, we counted it as seven days, since only four requirements were elicited in the first seven days of the phase. Thus, the project was completed on the 117th day.

3. Requirements Process

3.1 A Case Study Method

The YSKcom provided us with their development data. The engineers from the YSKcom used traditional interview techniques in multiple non-scheduled reviews with their client. They managed issue records, question and answer records and decision records for each phase. From the records we can see the content of each requirement, its priority, the date of contact/recording/completion, the name of a client/an engineer in charge/the manager, agreement of stakeholders, and the reason for the change/addition/deletion of a requirement.

The requirements specification of the RESORT system was composed with use cases. A requirement change had been proposed to the use case defined in the initial requirements specification. If a new requirement was brought up to the system, it was regarded as a new use case. Therefore, we could observe the requirements changes of the system based on the use cases. Each use case is a bag that receives requirements changes, which by the end of the project has matured. Recently, the use case model has been applied to...
projects and managed as a base of requirements. Therefore, counting requirements changes based on the number of use cases is a practical application for a lot of projects.

From the estimation viewpoint, the granularity of each use case should be challenged. However, from the requirements changing observation viewpoint, the granularity of each use case is out of the scope of our research, since we only want to know how many the use case receives requirements changes during its development. In order to observe requirements changes for each use case, its characteristics for categorization and/or background for future measures are more essential than its granularity.

We analyzed these documents and counted the number of additional requirements, changed/adjusted requirements, and deleted requirements. Thus, if a newly added requirement was deleted after being changed, we counted it three times.

The quantitative data were analyzed in two ways: first, on a quality characteristics basis, and second, on an architectural basis. Furthermore, we interviewed both the project manager and the quality control manager of the project to understand the background of the records and their rationale.

3.2 From a Quality Characteristics View

Figure 2 shows the requirements processes from a quality characteristics [9] view. The x-axis represents the elapsed days of the project, while the y-axis represents the cumulative number of elicited requirements. From this graph, we can see that the requirements of 1. functionality and 3. usability were elicited continuously throughout the project, while other requirements were frozen midway through the project schedule.

The continuous process of developing the functionality requirements represents the learning curve of the engineers, as they did not have sufficient knowledge to understand the domain of RESORT. They had to develop the system as they acquired the knowledge in a step by step manner. For example, the requirements of managing a group of tables for which one bill was required, was elicited after the requirements analysis phase. Furthermore, there was another reason of the continuous requirements elicitation: the OES providers did not make their specifications available to the project in the early phase of development. The major provider only released his specification to the project after the implementation phase had started, i.e., on the 64th day of the project schedule.

The continuous process for the usability requirements represents not only a process of trial and error to achieve better usability, but also a process of eliciting undefined requirements by evaluating the system adequacy. In fact, although the project was preceded by the waterfall model, the part relating to the usability or user interfaces was repeatedly developed and validated. If a usability specialist or domain specialist had been available to join or advise the project, the process might be represented by a different curve. The requirements elicited in the system testing phase were transferred to the next version of the system.

Regarding the non-functional requirements, these were defined as a solution to the problems of the previous system. The client recognized the quality problems of the previous system based on their business objectives. Therefore, these processes could be frozen before the internal design started.

3.3 From the Component View

The functionality and usability requirements depend on components. Figure 3 illustrates a requirements process for each component. In the figure, the x-axis represents elapsed days of the project, while the y-axis represents the cumulative number of elicited requirements. The results show that, 1. the Table Terminal Communicator (TT.C) and 2. the System Monitor (Sys.M) received many requirements throughout the project. These components are situated in the user interface area. 8. the OES Communicator (OES.C)
also shows changes to its requirements in the latter part of the development. This component depends on the specifications of OESs. The system was required to connect to multiple vendors’ OESs, the specifications of which were, in fact, provided after the implementation had started. Until then, the engineers had collected product information on OESs informally.

We focused on the requirements elicitation ratio according to the project schedule. It provided us with valuable information, such as when and which requirements were frozen, in other words, that one hundred percent of the requirements of the developing system had been reached. Let \( r_i \) be the number of elicited requirements on project day \( i \). Thus, the sum of a set of elicited requirements in \( n \) days can be written as \( \sum_{i=0}^{n} r_i \). The ratio of the accumulated requirements \( R_i \) on the \( i \)th day can be defined as

\[
R_i = \frac{\sum_{j=0}^{i} r_j}{N}
\]

Here, \( N \) is the sum of the number of requirements elicited throughout the project. Hence, \( R_0 \) is equal to 0% and \( R_{\text{end}} \) is equal to 100%.

Figure 4 shows the ratio of elicited requirements \( R_i \) versus the project schedule. The project schedule in this figure represents total days. For example, the internal design phase was planned after the external design phase, which took 40 days. Its process appears after the external design phase in Fig. 4. As a result, the total number of days of the project is shown as 154 days, rather than the actual development duration of 117 days. The vertical line in Fig. 4 represents the end of each phase.

To clarify the reason and rationale of the requirements processes, we conducted interviews with both the project manager and quality control manager. Then, we analyzed the rationale of the requirements processes according to the components. The numbers in the following list correspond to the numbers shown in Fig. 4.

- 1. Table Terminal Communicator (TT\(_C\))
- 2. System Monitor (Sys\(_M\))
- 3. Installation Support (Inst\(_S\))
- 4. Table Terminal Monitor (TT\(_M\))
- 5. Center Communicator (Cent\(_C\))
- 6. OES Monitor (OES\(_M\))
- 7. DB (DB)
- 8. OES Communicator (OES\(_C\))
- 9. Others

* Fig. 4 Requirements elicitation ratio.
fore, its functionality and usability were the keys in enabling RESORT to compete with similar products of other companies. Figure 4 represents that the engineers have elicited requirements for these components repeatedly to improve its functionality and usability.

3. Installation Support (\text{Inst}_S)

The previous system of RESORT required users to make a lot of effort to install it in a restaurant. The major goal of RESORT was to lighten the installation effort. This requirement was essential for RESORT, from a product business view. Therefore, the client could clearly define their requirements for the \text{Inst}_S early in the development.

Figure 4 represents that the engineers have elicited requirements for the component completely in the external design phase.

4. Table Terminal Monitor (\text{TT}_M) and 5. Center Communicator (\text{Cent}_C)

These components depend on external interfaces provided by the co-developers. Figure 4 represents that the engineers have elicited requirements for the component completely by the end of the external design phase.

Its requirements elicitation process was similar to the process of the \text{Inst}_S, however, its context was different. The members of the development team highly prioritized the review of these specifications to discover incomplete requirements and, could thus freeze the requirements in the early phase. They were able to collaborate well by sharing the problems of the project via the shared repository. The process represents that, the members have cooperated on the project to keep the interface specifications.

7. DB

The requirements elicitation ratio could have reached 100\% by the end of the external design phase. Figure 4 represents a similar shape as the \text{TT}_M or the \text{Inst}_S. However, its context was not the same as others.

The project reused the specifications of the former system with some minor changes, since the engineers were able to identify the insufficient schema of the existent database when the project was initiated.

6. OES Monitor (\text{OES}_M) and 8. OES Communicator (\text{OES}_C)

These components depend on other components provided by outside companies. Furthermore, two developers with insufficient knowledge of OESs were assigned the task of managing the integration of the system with respect to multiple OESs. Given this situation, the developers needed to study the OES domain based on the most popular OES product. After designing the component to fulfill these specifications, they then proceeded to adopt other OES products and change the design. Because of resource problems, it was difficult for them to fulfill every OES specification at one time.

Figure 4 shows that the requirements have been elicited continuously from an early phase to the end of the unit testing phase.

The \text{OES}_M was a hazardous component. Figure 4 shows that its requirements have been elicited accidentally in the implementation and unit testing phase. The developers realized that several interfaces were not available for one of the target OESs. They had to change the requirements of the \text{OES}_M. Such requirements changes can be detrimental to the project schedule. Fortunately, the \text{OES}_M had fewer functions and the changes to the requirements were the deletions of functions developed for the most popular OES, although the changes could possibly cause several inconsistencies in the system. The accidental requirements changes were caused by the non-cooperative company which did not provide the proper specifications of the OES to the project. It tells us that we cannot always expect the cooperation of other organizations, and thus we must always be prepared to deal with such situations.

In the real world, a requirements process expresses mixed processes, since a requirement is constrained by an architectural aspect, as well as the context of the project. The \text{OES}_C and \text{OES}_M are examples of this. They are affected by the level of cooperation of the OES companies, the engineers’ knowledge, and the limitation of project resources, as well as the client’s business strategy. The client believed that RESORT should be able to integrate with most available OESs in order to compete with similar products.

In the next section, we build a requirements process model based on our case study.

4. Discussion

In defining the requirements process model, we decompose the requirements process characteristics into seven categories and simplify realistic situations. If a manager can identify a set of requirements of the developing system as the member of a category, he/she can control and/or manage the requirements elicitation processes according to the process model of the category. Of course, the model needs more case studies in order to apply it to an actual project. The method and the complete process model will result from our future work. However, the model derived from this case study offers implications in controlling and/or managing requirements changes.

Figure 5 depicts graphs showing each category of the requirements process. The x-axis represents the elapsed time of the project, while the y-axis represents the requirements elicitation ratio. We define each category as follows:

- Reused type (\text{TypeRu})

An example of this type as observed in the case study is DB. The component was reused from the previous system, as the developers identified its reusability in the early stage of the development. This is the reason...
why its requirements elicitation ratio can reach 100% by the end of the external design phase.

Therefore, when the project is able to identify the sufficient and insufficient requirements of an existent component, the project can decide to reuse the component with clearly defined changes. Thus, based on our case, the requirements of components belonging to TypeRu should be elicited in the early development phase.

- External interface dependent type (TypeXi and TypeXi')
  This type is for those components that depend on external components. The TT_M and Cent_C are examples of this type. The developer teams successfully procured their specifications in the early development phase through cooperative work.

On the other hand, OES_M and OES_C are also components that depend on external components. Their specifications were not available until the implementation had started, because the vendors of these components did not cooperate with the project.

Thus, if the vendor of an external component cooperates with the project, those requirements should be frozen in the early development phases. It is modeled as TypeXi in Fig. 5. Basically, external interfaces can be defined in the early development phase if their specifications are available.

If a vendor does not cooperate with the project, the situation can be made worse. A manager should negotiate with vendors to get their cooperation. When it is not possible, the manager should ensure the project’s resources to cope with the accidental requirements changes of external interfaces of uncooperative vendors. Such a case is shown as TypeXi' in Fig. 5. This type is a problematic type.

- Diversity type (TypeDiv)
  An example of this type can be observed in the case study as OES_C. The requirements for this were elicited continuously, because of the lack of knowledge of the developers.

This type needs an appropriate design to deal with the variability of components. Developers can design adequately if, and only if, they have enough knowledge of the variations [10]. Therefore, if developers do not have an adequate knowledge to allow them to design the internal system for the external design phase, the manager should decide to select incremental development and/or trial and error based development. When the incremental development is selected, the project can elicit requirements according to the development targets. On the other hand, if developers can have enough knowledge to understand the diverse external interfaces, they should acquire information of every external interface in the early development phase.

- User interface dependent type (TypeUi)
  Examples of this type as observed in the case study are the Sys_M, TT_C, TT_M. These components depend on user interfaces. According to the case, we could clearly observe that the components’ requirements tend to be added and/or changed even in the validation testing phase. For such a component, therefore, the project should plan incremental requirements elicitation and also apply incremental development by prototyping [11], [12], if the project cannot employ a usability specialist.

- Business requirements dependent type (TypeBz)
  There were two kinds of components related to business requirements. One is observed in Inst_S. Requirements of this component were elicited completely by the end of the external design phase, since its requirements motivate the client to initiate the project. The other is observed in Sys_M and TT_C. Requirements of these components were elicited continuously throughout the end of the project, since the project had to improve the requirements in order to compete with similar products provided by other companies.

Therefore, we have to divide TypeBz into two subtypes. TypeBz_1 relates to business improvement. Requirements for this type should be clearly defined before the development starts. To define the requirements for TypeBz_2, prototypes are useful tools to validate the requirements in order to compete with other products. The project should require their clients to cooperate closely with the developers [13].

New requirements or requirements changes sometimes delay the project schedule. To save our project, we must identify the influential components that form the architecture, as well as plan and monitor the requirements processes of these components carefully. In our future work, we intend studying other cases to evaluate the adequacy and/or inadequacies of these types.

5. Related Work

Lehman mentioned that “there is no room in programming for imprecision, no malleability to accommodate uncertainty or error” in his Low of Program Evolution [14]. Therefore, we must focus on requirements processes. The problem is that it sometimes causes difficulties when software is changed in order to fulfill the requirements changes.
The requirements process during development has been extensively researched in various literatures. Aoyama and his colleagues have studied the kinds of requirements that were changed and/or added after the requirements analysis phase. They then introduced an interview guide to clarify unstable requirements, and further, evaluated the guide to elicit those requirements completely before the design phase begins[15]. We do not think that it is possible to elicit requirements completely in the requirements phase, because our clients sometimes do not know their requirements. Our approach is that the engineers should ascertain requirements together with their clients during the system development. To do this, we must manage the requirements process according to the type of each component and the project situation.

Arkley and his colleagues described an application of traceability by a company. They classified the project requirements and showed requirements changes in the development processes. In their article, the specification and requirements were frozen before the software design review [16]. Sankar and Venkat focused on a way to control requirements by showing the percentage of requirements frozen in the development processes. According to the article, 70% of all requirements were frozen during the requirements gathering [17]. If most requirements could be frozen in the early development phase, we would be happy. One of the real problems is that many requirements sometimes remain undefined until the design phase. We studied a case in which the engineers elicited requirements throughout the development to clarify the practical situation. In practice, the client cannot show all the requirements before the design phase has started.

Houdek and Pohl studied the requirements engineering process of Daimler Chrysler. They mentioned that 50% to 60% of requirements changes are in the interface area [18]. We categorized this type of component as TypeUI. They also mentioned that the requirements engineering activities are heavily intertwined. Somerville referred to the intertwined requirements engineering process as integrated requirements engineering [7]. From our study, we can conclude that an integrated requirements engineering process needs requirements elicitation scheduling techniques, as well as elicited requirements management.

6. Conclusions

We studied the requirements processes of RESORT. From its development records, we could categorize the requirements processes into seven types. These types have been observed from a type-specific requirements process view. Our aim was to identify the type of each component in order to plan the requirements processes in the project. The results indicate that we would be able to schedule the requirements process according to the type of each component and the project situation.
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